
Oklahoma Academy
Confidential Foreign Student Recommendation Form

Applicant: Please have your principal and two teachers download and fill out the following form.  After it is filled out, have them send it as an e-mail attachment to

Registrar@oklahomaacademy.org, or you can write your name on these confidential forms and give one recommendation form plus an addressed and stamped

envelope to your principal and two teachers that are familiar with you.  Ask them to fill it out and return it immediately to:
Registrar

Oklahoma Academy
6100 Academy Lane
Harrah, OK 73045

USA

Name of applicant: ____________________________________________________

General Impression
(Place an X in the box
which applies the best) Referrer: Please follow the directions carefully.  Everyone is wanting the best for the applicant and all of the other students applying to Oklahoma

Academy.  Receiving the most accurate information possible is critical for us to make wise decisions.  Please:
1. Use your own independent judgment.
2. Disregard your general impression of the person and focus on one factor at a time when evaluating the applicant.
3. When rating a person, call to mind instances that are typical of the applicant and their way of acting.  Do not be influenced by unusual cases

which are not typical unless it is of a serious nature.
4. Since your responses will be held in strict confidence, please withhold nothing favorable or unfavorable that might be helpful to us.

Specific Qualities
(Check all that apply)

Spiritual Influence Positive Passive Negative

Spiritual Commitment Dedicated Growing Searching Uncommitted

Moral Independence
A pillar Stands most of the time Rarely takes a stand A reed in the wind.

Peer group excessively important

Attitude toward church structure,
doctrines and standards

Active support Passive Acceptance Resistance

Relation to opposite sex Reserved Respectful Flirtatious Promiscuous

Judgment Mature Adequate Inconsistent

Dependability Consistent Erratic Poor

Leadership Potential Unusual Natural Undeveloped Follower

Cooperation Consistent Erratic Poor Obstructive
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Initiative and Resourcefulness Confident Imaginative Original Persevering

Intellect Quick Average Slow to grasp material

Personality
Extroverted Well-balanced Introvert Egocentric

Unselfish Easily offended Self-confident Accepts criticism

Emotional Stability
Self-controlled Balanced Emotional Depressed

Stable Easily disturbed Unstable

Adaptability
Flexible Open-minded Prejudiced Rigid

Tactful Out-spoken Blunt

Appearance
Well-groomed Relatively neat Careless Untidy

Modest Faddish Wears clothes with sexual overtones

Physical fitness and stamina
Vigorous In good health Easily fatigued Ill often

Accident Prone

How long have you known this applicant? ______________________________How recently? ___________________________________________________________________ 

In what relationship? _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

To your knowledge has the applicant ever been involved with:

Yes No A. Alcohol

Yes No B. Illegal Drugs 

Yes No C. Tobacco

Yes No D. Cheating

Yes No E. Swearing

Yes No F. Stealing

Yes No G. Pornography

Yes No H. Attending questionable amusements

If your answer to any of the above  was yes, please explain. ______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Has the applicant been subject to any disciplinary action that you are aware of from school or public authorities? Yes No If so, what was the nature of it? __________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

To your knowledge, how supportive are the parents when their child is disciplined by authorities? _________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Would you want this student to be the roommate of your child, provided they were of the appropriate gender? Yes No   If your answer was no, please explain. ________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Do you recommend the applicant to be admitted to Oklahoma Academy? Yes No  If not, why? ______________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Additional helpful comments: _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reference’s Name: _______________________________________________

Address:_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Phone number: _________________________________________
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